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Abstract
DVS (Distributed Video Streaming) is an edge streaming architecture for providing smooth video delivery. It is to divide video among
multiple streaming senders in order to eﬀectively provide the required throughput. In P2P-based streaming, if some peers are connected
with high speed physical link, it is highly probable that they receive the best quality streaming stably from an original source. On these
peers, we can impose the role of DVS gateway, i.e., let them translate the original streaming to distributive form and relay to the other
peers who cannot connect to the original source with enough bandwidth. In dedicated infrastructure-based streaming, DVS gateway may
be recruited by a content delivery company as an infrastructure node, that is to say, this infrastructure node has enough bandwidth to
receive the best quality streaming from the original source, and it thus able to relay the original streaming using the distributed streaming
to usual subscribers.
In this paper, we consider a minimum DVS gateway deployment problem in DVS-based overlay streaming with satisfying bandwidth
requirement of every peer or subscriber. We also consider the mandatory diversity and limitations of DVS gateways’ streaming capacity.
The mandatory diversity is beneﬁcial to mitigate the degradation of quality when an available bandwidth decreases suddenly, and the
streaming capacity of each DVS gateway may be limited and heterogeneous. Based on recent advances in modeling techniques in ﬂow
networks, we provide a mixed integer programming formulation of the minimum DVS gateway deployment problem, and show that this
problem is NP-hard. Thus we propose Lagrangian Relaxation with reduction heuristic to obtain an approximated solution. Our theoretical simulation studies show that the results obtained by our method are close to the lower bound obtained using LP relaxation.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
DVS (Distributed Video Streaming) [1,2] is an alternative to edge streaming architecture for providing smooth
video delivery and to divide video among multiple streaming senders in order to eﬀectively provide the required
throughput (Fig. 1). Having multiple senders is in essence
a diversiﬁcation scheme in that it combats unpredictability
of congestion in the Internet. Speciﬁcally, it assumes independent routes from various senders to the receiver, and
argues that the chances of all routes experiencing bursty
packet loss at the same time are quite small. The measure*
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ment study [18] comparing the paths between two hosts on
the Internet found that ‘‘in 30–80% of the cases, there is an
alternate path with signiﬁcantly superior quality’’ to the
default path. The resilient overlay network (RON) [19] also
demonstrates the existence of many suﬃciently disjoint
paths between two nodes on the Internet.
If the route between a particular sender and a receiver
experiences congestion during streaming, the receiver can
redistribute rates among the existing senders, or recruit
new senders so as to minimize the eﬀective loss rate and
satisfy the throughput demanded by the receiver. In addition, it is natural that a content delivery company may
deploy DVS architecture for plenty of subscribers. If
new subscribers enter the streaming, it may be required
to recruit new senders to comply with each subscriber’s
demand rate, and if subscribers leave, one or more DVS
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Fig. 1. Distributed Video Streaming architecture.

senders may be dropped from streaming to reduce deployment cost. Additionally, each subscriber may connect
more than two DVS senders by compulsion in order to
prevent from sudden quality degradation, and each sender’s streaming capacity is limited.
If a subscriber (or receiver) receives streaming video
from more than two senders and the route between a particular sender and the subscriber experiences congestion,
the subscriber can have an opportunity to redistribute rates
among the existing senders. Multiple Description Coding
(MDC) approach is appropriate for the eﬃcient rate redistributions and it is congruent with the DVS, which has
been studied in detail in [3–7]. In the MDC approach, a
video source is partitioned into multiple descriptions, each
one assumed to be sent along a diﬀerent channel. The
assumption is that visual quality of the video degrades
gracefully as the number of received descriptions decrease
due to the channel impairments. Thus if a subscriber
receives an MDC encoded streaming from more than two
senders, the congestion of the path from a particular sender
does not lead to the service disruption. It results in only
quality degradation.
If the DVS architecture is employed in an overlay
streaming (i.e., DVS-based overlay streaming), we increase
the tolerance to packet loss and delay due to network congestion. In addition, the DVS employs an elegant rate allocation algorithm (RAA) and a packet partition algorithm
(PAA). The RAA, run at the subscriber, is used in conjunction with FEC (Forward Error Correction) to minimize the
probability of packet loss in bursty channel environments
by splitting the sending rates appropriately across the senders. The PPA, run at the senders based on a set of parameters estimated at the receiver, ensures that every packet is
sent by one and only one sender, and at the same times,
minimizes the startup delay. In the DVS architecture, senders and receiver communicate with each other through control packet that contains the required information to
facilitate the RAA and PPA, whose detailed operations
are described in [2].
The overlay streaming architecture is classiﬁed into P2P
(Peer-to-Peer)-based and dedicated infrastructure-based

[15]. The DVS-based overlay streaming is applicable to
both of these overlay streaming architectures. When
streaming video spread through P2P-based approach, it is
likely that some peers may receive the best quality streaming media stably if they are connected to the original source
with enough bandwidth. On the other hand, some peers
may experience quality degradation due to relatively lower
bandwidth and frequent congestion. Under these circumstances, we impose the role of DVS Gateway (DG) on the
peers who are connected to the original source or other
DG with enough bandwidth to receive high quality video,
i.e., let the DGs translate the original streaming to
distributive from and relay to the other peers who cannot
connect to the original source directly with satisfying their
rate requirements. In dedicated infrastructure-based
approach, the DG can also be employed by a content
delivery company as a dedicated-infrastructure, that is
to say, this infrastructure node has enough bandwidth
to receive the best quality streaming from the original
source, and it thus able to relay the original streaming
using the distributed streaming to usual subscribers. In
this paper, we deploy DVS approach for tree-based
streaming architecture only. Thus in the rest of this paper,
we do not distinguish the term ‘peer’ of P2P-based streaming architecture with the term ‘subscriber’ of dedicated
infrastructure-based streaming, and we use the term ‘subscriber’ only.
We consider three kinds of minimum DG problem in the
DVS-based overlay streaming architecture under a given
environment – number of DG candidates, number of subscribers, each subscriber’s requiring bandwidth and available bandwidth of each link. If too many DGs are
employed for distributed streaming, it is highly probable
that links – which are close to original source or some
DGs – experience congestion, and also the high deployment cost may be an obstacle to the company who intends
to employ DGs as the dedicated infrastructure. For all
that, if DGs are connected in one or a few lines in order
to reduce bandwidth overhead, subscribers which are not
selected as a DG suﬀer long delay and the diversity
deteriorates.
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We ﬁrst show that the problem of minimizing the number of DGs in a given network environment is NP-hard. In
addition, we show that the minimum DG problems with
mandatory diversity or streaming capacity limitations of
DG candidates are also NP-hard. When we deploy the
DVS-based overlay streaming architecture on P2P-based
streaming environment, a subscriber selected as a DG
may be dropped either voluntarily or involuntarily. In case
DGs are recruited by a content delivery company, it is possible that a DG server is crushed. In addition, it is probable
that some DGs suﬀer the lack of bandwidth on the path
from the original source, or new subscriber shows up. In
these cases, the set of DGs should be reconﬁgured as fast
as possible in order to provide required throughput to all
subscribers. Thus, based on recent advances in modeling
techniques in ﬂow networks, we provide a mixed integer
programming formulation of the minimum DG problem,
and provide good solutions to this problem by using
Lagrangian Relaxation and reduction heuristic in reasonable time. Based on theoretical simulation studies, we show
that our results are close to the LP relaxed lower bound by
a factor of 11 or under.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a comparison with some related work and the DVS-based overlay streaming models are given. In Section 3, we provide
the integer programming formulation for ﬁnding the minimal set of DGs in a given network topology, as well as the
assignments of individual subscribers to the DG set, subject
to each subscriber’s bandwidth requirement, bandwidth
constraint of each link, mandatory diversiﬁcation and
streaming capacity limitation. We show that these problems are all NP-hard. In Section 4, we adapt Lagrangian
Relaxation to the mixed integer programming and propose
a reduction heuristic for better solution with Lagrangian
Relaxation. Section 5 provides evaluation results of our
Lagrangian Relaxation with reduction heuristic algorithm
on various network size and concluding remarks are given
in Section 6.
2. The DVS-based overlay streaming model
In this section, we compare the DVS-based overlay
streaming with previous honorable distributed streaming
architecture, and describe the how the DVS architecture
can be employed on overlay streaming. The important
thing is that the purpose of this paper is not to argue that
the DVS-based method is superior to the previous sourcebased distributed streaming architecture. Our main objective is to introduce a distributed streaming model that
deploys DVS architecture and to minimize the number of
DG.
Recently, streaming over multiple paths to provide path
diversity has emerged as an approach to help overcome the
problems induced by best-eﬀort IP networks. SplitStream
[16] and CoopNet [17] are renowned source-based and
tree-based distributed streaming architectures. In these
methods, the only original source performs distributed
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streaming, and other subscribers or intermediate nodes
simply relay the distributed stream. The advantage of the
source-based distributed streaming is that it is self-scaling;
meaning as more subscribers join more bandwidth is supplied. However, original source should take responsibilities
by itself rate alteration on each path. CoolStreaming/
DONet [21], GridMedia [22] and AnySee [23] are gossipbased and mesh-based streaming architectures.
DVS-based approach has relatively lower scalability to
the source-based distributed streaming methods since only
subscribers or infrastructure servers, which are able to
receive best quality streaming video, is selected as DGs.
In addition, the links close to the original source may suffer congestion.1 However, the DVS-based approach
allows all DGs perform distributed streaming, thus rate
redistribution is performed more easily, and parent discovery process can be done faster. For instance, if node
A that performs relaying in the source-based method is
dropped suddenly, a child of node A should discover
other parents who relay the same frame packets with the
ones which node A relayed in order to maintain its requiring throughput. On the other hand, DVS-based approach
allows the child have the chance to redistribute rates
among its currently connected DGs or to request new connection to other existing DGs.
We assume that the bandwidth bottleneck is not at the
last hop. Our premise is that asymptotically, as broadband
connections to the Internet such as DSL become prevalent,
the limiting factor in streaming is packet loss and delay due
to congestion along the streaming path, rather than the
physical bandwidth limitation of the last hop. We also
assume that if k DGs are needed to met the demand rates
of all receivers, the original source has enough capacity and
bandwidth to encode and transmit the best quality stream
to these k DGs. We make this assumption for sake of simplicity. If this assumption is not satisﬁed, some subscribers
are not free from quality degradation, or source-based distributed streaming method should be deployed instead. We
consider that every subscriber cannot be satisﬁed its
demand throughput without deploying distributed streaming architecture.
As described in Section 1, we apply two kinds of DVSbased overlay streaming model. One is to select DGs
among existing subscribers, and the other is to select
DGs among dedicated infrastructure node. The former is
denoted as P2P-based model and the latter is denoted as
dedicated infrastructure model (Fig. 2).
The P2P-based model has the following characteristics.
(1) It is assumed that subscribers who are dedicated as
DG candidates have enough downstream bandwidth
from original source to receive the best quality
stream.

1
We minimize the number of DG in order to mitigate this shortcoming
also.
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(2) Each DG candidate has enough downstream bandwidth from original source to receive the best quality
stream.
(3) Every subscriber receives streams distributively from
the dedicated infrastructure servers that are selected
as DGs.

Distributed streaming
Original streaming

peer
DVS gateway
peer

Original
source
DVS gateway

DVS gateway

peer

peer

(a) P2P-based

subscriber
DVS gateway
subscriber

Original
source
DVS gateway

subscriber

DVS gateway

subscriber

(b) Dedicated infrastructure-based
Fig. 2. DVS-based overlay streaming model.

(2) The subscribers who are not dedicated as DG candidates receive streams distributively from other subscribers who are selected as DGs.
(3) The DG candidates who are not selected as DGs
receive undistributed stream from original source.
This characteristic makes the distribution tree ineﬃcient from the aspect of bandwidth consumption
but shortness, interactivity and diversity are prioritized. The short and high diverse distribution tree is
also employed in [17,20].
We now list the characteristics of the dedicated infrastructure-based model.
(1) A content delivery company brings in dedicated
infrastructure servers and employs these servers as
DG candidates.

3. System model and computational complexity
We solve three cases of minimum DG problem on the
DVS-based overlay streaming model in Section 2. The ﬁrst
is to solve the minimum set of DGs subject to bandwidth
constraint of each link and each subscriber’s requiring rate.
We denote this problem as MinDG-Pure problem. The second is to solve the minimum set of DGs subject to mandatory diversiﬁcation constraint as well the constraints of
MinDG-Pure problem. We denote this problem as
MinDG-MD problem. The last is to achieve the minimum
subset of DGs subject to heterogeneous capacity limit of
every DG as well the constraints of MinDG-Pure problem.
This problem is denoted as MinDG-CL problem. Notice
that there is no diﬀerence of the problem formulation
between conﬁguring minimum DG set over P2P-based
model and dedicated-infrastructure model.
The MinDG-Pure problem considers only the bandwidth
demand of each subscriber and available bandwidth of
each link. There is no diversity condition and it also
assumes that the streaming capacity of each DG is unlimited. The MinDG-MD problem considers the mandatory
diversity in order to alleviate the abrupt quality degradation that comes from a DG crash or bandwidth ﬂuctuations. For example, if a subscriber receives streaming
from two DGs distributively, and if one of the DGs experiences sudden congestion or crashes, then the subscriber
has a chance to redistribute its requiring bandwidth to
the other DG. The MinDG-MD problem also considers
the constraints of the MinDG-Pure problem. The
MinDG-CL problem considers the heterogeneous streaming capacity of each DG. The streaming capacity is determined by the process power of each DG. Also each
subscriber can cope with the bandwidth ﬂuctuations with
requiring surplus bandwidth to its DG.
Prior to the formal statement of these problems, we
deﬁne several denotations. Let a(e) and b(e) represent the
amount of the actual used bandwidth for transmission of
streaming media and the amount of available bandwidth
at link e, respectively. And let r(c) and w(u, c) denote the
amount of the demand bandwidth of subscriber c and the
amount of subscriber c’s requiring bandwidth assigned to
DG u, respectively. Now the MinDG-Pure problem is stated formally as follows: given a network G = (V, E), let
S ˝ V and C ˝ V be the set of DG candidates and the set
of subscribers who are not DG candidates. Determine (1)
a minimum subset of nodes U ˝ S which to be selected as
DGs such that the bandwidth constraint on every link
a(e) 6 b(e) is satisﬁed. (2) a mapping Xwhich maps a
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subscriber to its DG set with satisfying the required
bandwidth. That is, for each subscriber ci, if X
(ci) = {u1, . . . , un} ˝ U, then subscriber ci is assigned to
the DG set {u1, . . . , un}, with satisfying constraint {w(u1,
ci) +    + w(un, ci)} P r(ci).
If subscriber cj should receive their streaming from more
than divj DGs, and we denote the DG set for subscriber cj
is Ui, for the MinDG-MD problem, the constraint (2) is
rewritten as follows: a mapping X which maps a subscriber
to its DG set with satisfying the required bandwidth. That
is, for each subscriber ci, if X (cj) = Ui, then subscriber cj is
assigned to the DG set Ui = {u1, . . . , un} with constraints
{w(u1, cj) +    + w(un, cj)} P r(cj) and w(ui, cj) 6 (r(cj)/
divj), for all ui 2 Ui.
Let pi be the capacity of DG ui. For the MinDG-CL
problem, the constraint (2) is rewritten as follows: a
mapping X which maps a subscriber to its DG set with
satisfying the required bandwidth. That is, for each subscriber cj, if X(cj) = Ui, then subscriber cj is assigned to
the DG set Ui={u1, . . . , un} with constraints. {w(u1, cj) +
P
  + w(un, cj)} P r(cj) and for each DG ui, pi P
cj2C wðui ; cj Þ.
In this paper, we assume that the routes between the DG
candidate and the subscriber are ﬁxed and symmetric.
3.1. Mixed integer programming formulation
Given our assumption that routes are ﬁxed between any
given DG-subscriber pair, the formulations of MinDGPure problem can be cast into a nonlinear programming
formulation.
Let S and C present the set of DG candidates and the set
of subscribers.
The notations for the programming formulation are
given as follows:
xi
wij
rj
keij

binary, indicates a node i is selected as a DG.
a subscriber j’s receiving bandwidth from a DG i.
the demanding rate of a subscriber j.
binary, indicates that an edge e lies on the path between a node i and node j.

DG if the node i transmits wij amount of bandwidth to subscriber j. The third constraint guarantees that the sum of
the bandwidth used by all the DG subscriber pairs on each
link does not exceed its available bandwidth. Since the second constraint is nonlinear, the minimum DG in DVS
problem becomes a nonlinear integer programming problem. In general, nonlinear integer programming problems
are very hard to solve and, in fact, no general solution
approach is known [3]. Thus we convert this problem to
linear form.
Generally, demanding rate and available network
bandwidth change discretely. Thus a bandwidth can be
expressed as a multiple of unit bandwidth (module). For
example, if the amount of the unit bandwidth is 200 kbps,
1 Mbps is expressed as ﬁve times of the unit bandwidth.
In this paper, we assume that demanding rate of each
subscriber and available bandwidth of each link are
expressed as a multiple of unit bandwidth. We also
assume that if a subscriber requires m times of unit bandwidth, the subscriber is split into m objects and each
object requires a unit bandwidth. By this assumption,
we can formulate the minimum DG problem as mixed
integer programming, and prove as NP-hard. To begin
with, we deﬁne two terms. We deﬁne set of subscriber
objects that compose a subscriber as a cluster, and a
representative subscriber object of each subscriber as a
cluster head.
Now we can give the MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) formulation of the MinDG-Pure problem with
the assumptions presented above. Let C present the
set of subscriber objects at entire subscribers.
The additional variables for the MIP are given as
follows:
yij

s:t:

X

for each j 2 C

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

i2S

s:t: wij 6 xi wij ; for each i 2 S; j 2 C
XX
wij keij 6 bðeÞ; for each e 2 E
s:t:
i2S

ð3Þ

y ij ¼ 1;

for each j 2 C

ð8Þ

s:t: y ij 6 xi ; for each i 2 S; j 2 C
X X
s:t:
6 bðeÞ; for each e 2 E

ð9Þ
ð10Þ

i2S j2Cy ij keij

s:t: xi 2 f0; 1g;

for each i 2 S

ð11Þ

s:t: y ij 2 f0; 1g;

for each i 2 S; j 2 C

ð12Þ

ð4Þ

j2C

s:t: xi 2 f0; 1g; for each i 2 S
s:t: wij P 0; for each i 2 S; j 2 C

X

ð7Þ

i2S

i2S

i2S

wij ¼ rj ;

binary variable, indicates that a subscriber object j
is assigned to a DG i.

Our objective is:
X
Minimize
xi
s:t:

Our objective is:
X
Minimize
xi
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ð5Þ
ð6Þ

The ﬁrst constraint makes sure that each subscriber j
receives the amount of its requiring rate from the DGs.
The second constraint ensures that a node i must be a

The ﬁrst constraint ensures that each subscriber object j
is assigned to exactly one DG. The second constraint indicates that a node i must be a DG if a subscriber object is
assigned to it. The third constraint guarantees that the
sum of the bandwidth used by all the ÆDG – subscriber
objectæ pairs on each link does not exceed its available
bandwidth.
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For the MinDG-MD problem, two variables and one
constraint are added as follows:
binary, indicate that a object k belongs to the
cluster of a subscriber j.
divk
the diversity requirement of subscriber k.
,
X
X
s:t:
skj y ij 6
skj divk; for each k 2 C; i 2 S
skj

j2C

j2C

ð13Þ
This constraint ensures that the amount of rate from a
DG i to a subscriber k must not exceed subscriber ks
requiring rate/divk. Thus every subscriber receives their
streaming data from at least divk DGs.
For the MinDG-CL problem, one variable and one constraint are added as follows:
the capacity of an DG i.

pi
s:t:

X

y ij 6 pi ;

for each i 2 S

ð14Þ

j2C

This constraint guarantees that the amount of assigned
rate to a DG i should not exceed its capacity.
3.2. Time complexity of the minimum DG problems
In this subsection, we prove that the MinDG-Pure,
MinDG-MD and MinDG-CL problem are all NP-hard.
Theorem 1. Computation of the optimal solution to the
MinDG-Pure problem is NP-hard.
Proof. The MinDG-Pure problem is proven to be NPhard via a reduction from the k-median problem, which
is stated as follows. Given the set of city J, the number

of available facilities k, connection costPcij between a facility i and a city j and a total cost d < j2J cij for an arbitrary facility i, connect each city and facility that meets
the total cost.
Given an instance of the k-median problem, we create
an instance of the MinDG-Pure problem. For each city
j 2 J, create a subscriber node that demands a unit
bandwidth. We denote these nodes as R. Now pair-wise
connect these nodes with links that have an available
bandwidth of |J|. Such a construction results in a clique of
size of |J|. For each facility in thePk-median problem,
create a new cluster whose size is
j2J cij , for arbitrary
node i, and connect each cluster head to one or more
arbitrary nodes in R with new links that has d/|J| amount
of available bandwidth. We use S to represent these
cluster heads. Every node in R should
P be assigned to
exactly a node in S. This step creates k  j2J cij additional
nodes and |J| additional links.
Clearly, any node in S can only be serviced by itself or the
node in its own cluster since its only available total
bandwidth from other nodes
P cannot exceed d which is less
than its own requirement j2J cij . Therefore, the solution to
this MinDG-Pure instance has at least k DGs. If the
MinDG-Pure problem has exactly k DGs, every cluster must
have one DG with the total bandwidth consumption d.
Consequently, if we assume that only cluster heads can be
DG, all nodes in S and only nodes in S are DGs. Since every
node in R is serviced by a node in S, the DG-subscriber
relation between nodes in S and R gives a k-median solution
that satisﬁes the total cost d. On the contrary, suppose that
the k-median problem has a solution, then a k DG solution
can be constructed as follows: for a node r 2 R, ﬁnd the
facility on which the city represented by r is connected, and
let r be serviced by the node s 2 S that represents that
facility. This completes the proof (Fig. 3). h

Fig. 3. Reduction from k-median problem in case k = 2.
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The MinDG-MD problem is reducible from SMC (Set
Multi Cover) problem [8].
Theorem 2. Computation of the optimal solution to the
MinDG-MD problem is NP-hard.
Proof. The SMC problem is stated formally as follows:
Given an universal set U, a set S that is a set of subsets
S = {S1, . . . , Sk} of U and ci thePcost of subset Si, ﬁnd a
set C  S that meets cost d < S i 2S ci and each element
of U is covered at least ri > 0 times by C.
Given an instance of the SMC problem, we create an
instance of MinDG-MD problem. For each subset Si 2 S,
create a DG candidate, and for each element uj 2 U, create
a subscriber node. Let each subscriber uj’s demanding rate
be dj. Then choose rj DGs among S randomly and connect
each subscriber uj to rj chosen DGs with links that have
bandwidth of dj/rj. In addition, for each DGs Si, let ci be
the total bandwidth used for streaming to its connected
subscribers. Thus
X
ci ¼
ðd j =rj Þ
ð15Þ
uj 2S i

d¼

X

ð16Þ

dj

uj 2U

d¼

XX
S i 2C uj 2S i

ðd j =rj Þ ¼

X

ci

ð17Þ

S i 2C

We use Qj to represent the chosen DGs for uj.
Clearly, all DGs in Qj should stream to subscriber uj
with the sending rate of dj/rj in order to satisfy uj’s
demanding rate dj. Thus if every subscriber uj is assigned to
exactly rj DGs with the total bandwidth consumption d, we
can ﬁnd the set C which is the solution of the SMC such
that each uj is covered rj times by subsets in C with the total
cost d using Eqs. (15)–(17). On the other hand, if every
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element in uj is covered rj times by subsets in C with the
total cost d, we can ﬁnd the set of DGs C such that every
subscriber uj is assigned to rj DGs with the total cost d.
Thus MinDG-MD problem is NP-hard.
The MinDG-CL problem is proven to be NP-hard via a
reduction from the capacitated k-median problem [9]. The
capacitated k-median problem has an additional constraint
to the k-median problem that each facility has non-uniform
capacity (Fig. 4). h
Theorem 3. Computation of the optimal solution to the
MinDG-CL problem is NP-hard.
Proof. The capacitated k-median problem is stated formally
as follows: Given the set of city J, the number of available
facilities k, connection cost cij between a facility i andPa city
j, capacity limit of facility i ui and a total cost d < j2J cij
for an arbitrary facility i, connect each city and facility that
meets the total cost and capacity limit of each facility.
Given an instance of the capacitated k-median problem,
we create an instance of MinDG-CL problem. For each city
j 2 J, create a subscriber object that requires unit bandwidth and pair-wise connect these subscriber objects with
links that have an arbitrary bandwidth. We use R to denote
these subscriber objects. Such a construction results in a clique of size |J|. For each facility in the capacitated k-median
problem, create a subscriber whose bandwidth demand is
unit bandwidth, and connect this node to an arbitrary subscriber object in R with a new link that has d/|J| amount of
bandwidth. We denote these subscribers as S. Every subscriber object in R should be assigned to exactly a subscriber in S. We assume that for each rj 2 R and si 2 S,
uj < (unit bandwidth) and ui = |J|/k.
Clearly, any subscriber in S can only be served by itself
since its connected subscriber objects have capacity limit

Fig. 4. Reduction from SMC problem.
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d

u < (unit bandwidth)

u < (unit bandwidth)

R

R

d

4

R

R

u < (unit bandwidth)
d

S

4

u < (unit bandwidth)
d

4

4

S

Fig. 5. Reduction from capacitated k-median problem in case k = 2.

uj < (unit bandwidth), which is less than its own demand,
unit bandwidth. Therefore, the solution to this MinDG-CL
instance has at least k DGs. Consequently, if the MinDG-CL
problem has exactly k DGs, all subscribers in S and only
subscribers in S are DGs, with the total bandwidth consumption dand satisfying the capacity condition. On the other
hand, suppose that the capacitated k-median problem has
a k-facility that satisﬁes the total cost d, and capacity condition, then a k  DG solution can be made as follows: for a
r 2 R, ﬁnd the facility on which the subscriber object represented by r is assigned, let r be served by the node s 2 S
that represents that facility. This completes the proof
(Fig. 5). h
4. Lagrangian Relaxation and reduction heuristic
4.1. Lagrangian Relaxation
Lagrangian Relaxation [10] has proved to be a useful tool
in various combinatorial optimization problems. In this
approach, sets of constraints are relaxed and dualized by
adding them to the objective function with penalty coeﬃcients, the Lagrangian multipliers. The objective of the relaxation is to dualize, possibly after a certain amount of
remodeling, the constraints linking the component together
in such a way that the original problem is transformed into
disconnected and easier to solve subproblems. One is able
in this way to obtain bounds on the actual integer optimal
value, and separate solutions to the individual subproblems
which, while not necessarily consistent because they may violate some of the linking constraints, might however suggest
ways of constructing good globally feasible solutions.
We relax the second constraint (Eq. (9)) of the original
problem. Then the Lagrangian function is written using
the dual multipliers p associated only with this constraint
and the original objective function as follows:
X
XX
Lðx; y; pÞ ¼
xi þ
pij ðy ij  xi Þ
ð18Þ
i2S

i2S

j2C

X
XX
X
ð1 
pij Þxi þ
pij y ij
Lðx; y; pÞ ¼
i2S

j2C

i2S

j2C

ð19Þ

Now, if we try to minimize the Lagrangian with respect
to primal variables x, y in regard to the remaining constraints (Eqs. (8), (10)–(12)), we arrive at a following new
problem in variables x and y.
X
XX
X
ð1 
pij Þxi þ
pij y ij ð20Þ
MinimizeLðx; y; pÞ ¼
s:t:

X

i2S

y ij ¼ 1;

j2C

i2S

j2C

for each j 2 C

ð21Þ

i2S

s:t:

XX
i2S

y ij keij 6 bðeÞ;

for each e 2 E

ð22Þ

j2C

s:t: xi 2 f0; 1g; for each i 2 S
s:t: y ij 2 f0; 1g; for each i 2 S; j 2 C

ð23Þ
ð24Þ

It is now easier to see the two decomposed problems,
one over the variable x and the other over the variable y,
which are certainly dependent on the assumed values of
p. The advantage of such decoupling is the ability to solve
these subproblems eﬃciently. The original problem can be
decomposed with the parameter p as follows:
3
2
Lðx;y;pÞ :
P
7
6
7
6 s:t: y ij ¼ 1; for each j 2 C;
7
6
i2S
7
6
6 s:t: P P y ke 6 bðeÞ; for each e 2 E; 7
W ðpÞ ¼ min 6
7
ij ij
x;y 6
7
i2S j2C
7
6
7
6 s:t:x 2 f0; 1g; for each i 2 S;
i
5
4
s:t:y ij 2 f0;1g; for each i 2 S; j 2 C
2P
3
P
ð1  pij Þxi :
j2C
5
¼ min 4 i2S
x
s:t:xi 2 f0; 1g; for each i 2 S
3
2P P
pij y ij :
i2S j2C
7
6
P
7
6
7
6 s:t: y ij ¼ 1; for each j 2 C;
7
6
i2S
þ min 6
7
PP
e
y 6
y ij kij 6 bðeÞ; for each e 2 E; 7
7
6 s:t:
5
4
i2S j2C
s:t:y ij 2 f0; 1g; for each i 2 S;j 2 C
ð25Þ
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These decoupled subproblems can be solved independently. The subproblem for variable x is P
solved easily
since optimal xi takes the value 1 if ð1  j2C pij Þ < 0,
otherwise 0.
Then the generalized dual problem of the MinDG-Pure
problem is:

Step 0:
Step 1:

max½W ðpÞ : p P 0

Step 3:

p

ð26Þ

Therefore the result of Eq. (26) is the lower bound of the
original problem. In addition, we can obtain the approximate feasible primal solution through the algorithm, which
is generally called Lagrangian Relaxation based dual algorithm, and is shown in Table 1.
In the algorithm, the parameter max_bw and total_link
mean that the largest bandwidth demand among all subscribers and the number of edges in a topology. We initiate the variables kmax, qmax_iter, q, qiter and qmin in
accordance with the ones that are deﬁned in [10], and
p0 is ﬁlled with random value. As the iteration progresses,
the feasible primal (Fbest) and lower bound (Fdual)
approach gradually to the integer optimal by adjusting
p using Eq. (29). After the overall iteration ends, we
regard the ﬁnal value of Fbest as the approximated optimal
solution.
If the problem is well-behaved, then the optimal solution to Eq. (26) will be an optimal solution to the primal
problem. However, this problem has the integrality property [11]. The integrality property describes a class of
problems where the solution to the Lagrangian relaxed
problem always has integer solutions even if the integer
constraint is removed. The subproblem for x (Eq. (25))
has an integer solution whether the integer constraint
– xi 2 {0, 1} – is dropped or P
not, since optimal xi takes
always the value 1 if ð1  j2C pij Þ < 0, otherwise 0.
The consequence of the integrality property is that the
solution to the dual problem can be no better than the
solution to the LP relaxation.
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Table 2
The heuristic algorithm for DG reduction

Step 2:

let the set of nodes who satisfy xki ¼ 1 be C
sort all nodes in set C in decreasing assigned bandwidth
for each i 2 C {
Try to reassign all the bandwidth assigned to i to
other nodes in C
if (all reassigned) {
C = C  i;
xki ¼ 0;
}
}

Table 3
Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Network size

40 nodes, 80 nodes, 120 nodes, 250 nodes

Link bandwidth

In case network size of 40: 800 kbps
2 Mbps
In case network size of 80: 2 Mbps
5 Mbps
In case network size of 120 & 250: 3 Mbps
8 Mbps

Demand rate of each
subscriber
Number of mandatory
diverse DG
Capacity limit of each DG

200–800 kbps
2
1–6 Mbps

Number of DG candidates

In
In
In
In

case
case
case
case

network
network
network
network

Size of unit bandwidth

100 kbps

size
size
size
size

of
of
of
of

40: 8
80: 16
120: 20
250: 35

Despite having the integrality property there are several reasons for persevering with a solution using
Lagrangian Relaxation. The main reason is that, while
the dual problem may not converge to the optimal

Table 1
Lagrangian Relaxation based dual algorithm
Step 0:
Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:

Deﬁne p0, kmax = 100, qmax_iter = 7, q = 2.0, qiter = 0, qmin = 0.001, Fbest = 1, Wupper = max_bw* total_link, Fdual =  1, k = 0
k = k + 1, qiter = qiter + 1.
k and yk.
Given pk, solve W(p) as decoupled subproblems in x and y to obtain solutions x
k
k
k
k
Use y to compute feasible x that satisﬁes y 6 x .
Use xk and yk to compute primal objective F.
if (F < Fbest)Fbest = F, xbest = xk, ybest = yk, Wupper = Fbest.
k and yk to compute
Use decoupled solutions x

rW ðpk Þ ¼ ðy k00  xk0 ; y k01  xk0 ; . . . ; y k0j  xk0 ; . . . ; y kij  xki Þ
dual objective: W(pk), obtain using
 Eq. (25)
step size: tk ¼ qðW upper  W ðpk ÞÞ krW ðpk Þk2
dual variable: pkþ1
¼ maxfpkij þ tkrW ðpkij Þ; 0g
ij
Step 4:
Step 5:

if (W(pk) > Fdual) Fdual = W(pk)
else if (qiter > qmax_iter) q = max{q/2, qmin}, qiter=0
if (tk < 0.0001) stop
else go to Step 1

ð27Þ
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general, be quicker than attempting to solve the LP
relaxation [12].

Table 4
Simulation results
MinDG- MinDG- MinDG- MinDGPure
MD
CL
MD & CL
LP relaxation (40 nodes)
LR primal (40 nodes)
LR with reduction
(40 nodes)
Integer optimal (40 nodes)
LP relaxation (80 nodes)
LR primal (80 nodes)
LR with reduction (80 nodes)
LP relaxation (120 nodes)
LR primal (120 nodes)
LR with reduction (120 nodes)
LP relaxation (250 nodes)
LR primal (250 nodes)
LR with reduction
(250 nodes)

1.094
5
3

1.094
6
4

1.1043
6
3

1.1514
6
5

3
1
2
2
1
5
2
1
7
3

–
1
11
4
1
15
4
1
18
8

–
1
11
2
1
15
2
1
20
3

–
1
13
10
1
15
11
1
25
20

4.2. Heuristic for DG reduction
At each iteration of the Lagrangian dual algorithm
above presented, the solution of subproblem yk is used to
compute feasible xk that satisﬁes yk 6 xk. Thus it is highly
probable that each element of xk is set to 1, and this brings
too many DG candidates to be selected as DG. To mitigate
this problem, we propose a heuristic for DG reduction and
adapt the heuristic to the Lagrangian dual algorithm. The
heuristic algorithm (Table 2) is embedded in Step 2 right
after the feasible xk is computed.
5. Evaluation results

solution, reconstruction of a primal solution from a
Lagrangian dual is much more straightforward than
reconstructing from a LP relaxed solution. Secondly,
iterations of Lagrangian Relaxation algorithm will, in

In this section, we show the simulation results of the
Lagrangian dual algorithm and our reduction heuistic.
Our simulation system has Xeon 3 GHz dual CPU and
2 GB main memory. We simulate our proposal on networks of 40, 80, 120 and 250 nodes that are generated by
ToGend [14]. We use GLPK [13] library to implement
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Fig. 6. In case network size of 40, the obtained solution at each iteration.
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the Lagrangian Relaxation based dual algorithm. Unfortunately, in our system, our GLPK library cannot obtain the
result of Lagrangian Relaxation on network size of more
than 250 nodes due to memory allocation failure. Notable
simulation parameters are shown in Table 3.
Ideally we would like to observe how diﬀerent our
algorithm is from the integer optimal solution. However
it took about 667 s our GLPK to compute the optimal
solution of the MinDG-Pure problem on just 40 nodes
due to exponential time complexity of the problem. For
the MinDG-MD and MinDG-CL problem, we could not
obtain the optimal solution of 40 nodes until 24 h have
elapsed. Thus our algorithm is compared with the lower
bound by LP relaxation.
We measure and compare the minimum number of DG
achieved by the Lagrangian Relaxation alone and the one
achieved by the Lagrangian Relaxation with reduction
heuristic.
Table 4 presents the measured result of each problem.
The rows that are named as ‘LR primal’ show the results
achieved by the Lagrangian Relaxation alone. The column
that is named as ‘MinDG-MD & CL’ shows the results subject to both the mandatory diversity and the capacity limit
condition. Since the reduction heuristic is inserted into the

Lagrangian Relaxation algorithm, we can achieve both
results – the result achieved by the Lagrangian Relaxation
alone and the result achieved by the Lagrangian Relaxation
with reduction heuristic – in one execution.
As shown in Table 4, we observe that the Lagrangian
Relaxation with reduction heuristic outperforms the use
of the Lagrangian Relaxation alone. The maximum integrality gap is 20 in case of the MinDG-MD & CL problem
on network size of 250 nodes. In case of network size of 40
nodes, the best solution of MinDG-Pure problem is integer
optimal.
It spends 2833 s to ﬁnish the entire iterations of the
Lagrangian Relaxation with reduction heuristic procedure
in case of the MinDG-MD & CL problem on network size
of 250 nodes. However, in case of network size of 40 nodes,
the best solutions of the MinDG-Pure and MinDG-CL
problem are obtained at iteration 3 and it spends just about
1 s to ﬁnish iteration 3. In case of network size of 80 nodes,
the best solutions of all problems are obtained earlier than
iteration 3 and it spends about 2 s. In case of network size
of 120, the best solutions of the MinDG-Pure problem and
MinDG-MD problem are achieved earlier than iteration 3
as well and it spends about 4 s. In case of network size
250, the best solutions of the MinDG-Pure, MinDG-CL,
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and MinDG-MD & CL are obtained at iteration 1, 8 and
17, respectively.
In case network size of 40 nodes, the best solutions of
the MinDG-MD problem and MinDG-MD & CL problem are obtained at iteration 79 and iteration 52, respectively. In case network size of 120 nodes, the best
solution of MinDG-MD & CL problem is obtained at
iteration 57. In case network size of 250 nodes, the best
solution of the MinDG-MD problem is obtained at
iteration 38.
Figs. 6–9 plot the solution obtained at each iteration. As
shown in Fig. 6(b and d), the solutions those are one bigger
than the best solutions are obtained earlier than iteration 5.
Thus, the solution approximated to the best solution can be
obtained in a few seconds. Above all, our Lagrangian
Relaxation with reduction heuristic needs much shorter
period than solving the integer programming, and our
methodology may still be useful for comparison and assessment purpose.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we employed the DVS architecture in
overlay streaming in order to achieve higher throughput,
and to increase tolerance to packet loss due to network

congestion, and proposed the Lagrangian Relaxation
based dual algorithm and reduction heuristic in order
to minimize the number of intermediate DVS sender in
reasonable time. We also consider the feasible constraints
of mandatory diversity and capacity limitation. The three
types of minimum DG problem are individually proven
to be NP-hard, reducing from the k-median problem,
set multi cover problem and capacitated k-median problem. Our simulation results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness
of our Lagrangian Relaxation with reduction heuristic
comparing with pure Lagrangian Relaxation.
This paper does not aim to an algorithm for the detection of dynamic join/leave and network ﬂuctuations (i.e.,
bandwidth and connectivity). This paper proposes a fast
algorithm for conﬁguring an approximated optimal DVS
gateway set and overlay topology under the given state
of membership and network. The approximated optimal
solution can be used to assess and evaluate the quality
of on-line solutions. Of course, the fast and accurate
detection and reﬂection of membership and network ﬂuctuation is indispensable. Thus the Distributed SNMP
[24,25] can be co-deployed with our approach, or entire
network may be partitioned into smaller zones and our
approach can be applied to the smaller zones. The zones
can be conﬁgured dynamically and distributively. This co-
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deployment is the one of main challenges in our future
work.
Future work also involves optimizing the source-based
distributed streaming methods and investigating the fair
networks [10]. The concept of fair networks is more practical to real network situation since it considers all subscribers cannot be met their requirements. We also plan to
adapt an intuitional heuristics directly to the minimum
DG problems in order to overcome the memory limitations
of GLPK and shorten the computation time.
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